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Welcome Reception (Monday, February 4th) 
Partner Workshop  
Sponsored by 

 
Fiserv drives innovation in Payments, Processing Services, Risk & Compliance, Customer & 

Channel Management and Insights & Optimization. A global leader in financial services technology, 

Fiserv is a FORTUNE 500 company and is on the FORTUNE Magazine “World’s Most Admired 

Companies®” list. 

 

Our solutions deliver intelligent experiences in banking, payments, engagement and security – 

experiences that help more than 12,000 banks, credit unions, billers, mortgage lenders and leasing 

companies, brokerage and investment firms, and other business clients provide financial services at 

the speed of life. 

 

AML Risk Manager provides comprehensive capabilities to detect, alert, manage and report money 

laundering threats, enabling compliance officers to focus on investigation. Advanced analytics 

minimize false positives and prioritize alerts. 
 

Contact Jessica Hayslip, Manager, FRMS Product Marketing, Financial Crime Risk Management (FCRM), 

Fiserv / Office 678.375.5401 / Mobile: 678.825.7530 /  

https://www.fiserv.com/risk-compliance/financial-crime-risk-management.aspx. 
 
Learn more about Fiserv (PDF)  
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.fiserv.com/risk-compliance/financial-crime-risk-management.aspx
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Fiserv-AML-Risk-Manager_Brochure.pdf


AML Committee Dinner   
Sponsored by 
 

 
 

Schulte Roth & Zabel LLP is a multidisciplinary law firm handling the litigation, compliance and 
transactional needs of the financial services industry from offices in New York, Washington, DC 
and London. We counsel financial institutions, including securities firms, investment advisers, 
mutual funds, broker-dealers, banks and insurance companies, and our advisory and litigation 
practice advises and represents financial institutions on their AML, OFAC and FCPA issues, as well 
as other securities and bank regulatory compliance and enforcement issues. We have a particular 
expertise in representing clients on corporate compliance issues and regulatory litigation arising 
under AML statutes and regulations, OFAC sanctions programs, the Bank Secrecy Act and the 
FCPA. Staffed with former SEC Division of Enforcement members, former Assistant U.S. 
Attorneys and other DOJ prosecutors, and former FinCEN, Federal Reserve Board and New York 
State Department of Financial Services attorneys, we conduct internal investigations and have 
successfully represented clients in examinations, investigations, and enforcement and criminal 
actions brought by the DOJ, SEC, CFTC, FINRA, regional exchanges, state and local prosecutors, 
state securities regulators and in Congressional hearings. 
 
Contact: Betty Santangelo Schulte Roth & Zabel LLP, 919 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022 /  
+1.212.756.2587 / betty.santangelo@srz.com / www.srz.com 
 
Learn more about Schulte Roth & Zabel LLP (PDF)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:/%20betty.santangelo@srz.com
http://www.srz.com/
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/SRZ_Anti-Money_Laundering_OFAC_FCPA_Practice.pdf


PLATINUM 
 

Event Mobile APP 
Sponsored by 

 
The Financial & Risk business of Thomson Reuters is now Refinitiv. One of the world’s largest 
providers of financial markets data and infrastructure, and serving more than 40,000 institutions in 
over 190 countries, we deliver trusted risk management solutions that encompass regulatory change, 
anti-bribery and corruption, third party and supply chain risk, anti-money laundering, financial 
crime, KYC, and enterprise GRC management.  
 
To help mitigate risk, Refinitiv provides an end-to-end third party risk management solution to take 
your internal processes from initial screening and due diligence through on-boarding and 
monitoring. At our core is a unique open ecosystem of expert partners and curated products that 
uncovers opportunity and drives change.  
 
The possibilities? Endless. A dynamic combination of data, insights, technology, and news means 
you can access solutions for every challenge, including a breadth of applications, tools, and content – 
all supported by human expertise. To learn more, visit refinitiv.com. 
 
Contact: Refinitiv, 3 Times Square, New York, NY 10036 / 800.427.7570 /  
https://www.refinitiv.com/en/products/world-check-kyc-screening 
 
Learn more about Refnitiv (PDF)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.refinitiv.com/en/#1
https://www.refinitiv.com/en/products/world-check-kyc-screening
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Refinitiv-WC_brochure.pdf


 
 
 
 
Networking Luncheon (Tuesday, February 5th) 
Sponsored by 
 

 
 
Sidley’s anti-money laundering, sanctions, and white collar practice lawyers remain industry leaders 
in providing legal and regulatory advice concerning compliance with domestic and international laws 
and regulations. Sidley’s global presence allows it to offer clients a wide range of advice on domestic 
and international AML, sanctions, anti-bribery and corruption laws and regulations. Sidley’s lawyers 
provide advice on enterprise-wide and single-line business AML Program compliance and regulatory 
advice; conduct internal investigations; defend and advise clients in both criminal and regulatory 
investigations; advise clients navigating complex rules governing trade with sanctioned countries and 
their nationals; and provide advice on the role of blockchain in AML to leading U.S. and global 
financial institutions. Sidley AML, economic sanctions and white collar practice lawyers have a broad 
range of experience and knowledge having worked in key positions with government agencies and 
self-regulatory organizations that deal directly with AML and sanctions compliance and 
enforcement, as well as financial crimes.   
 
Contact: Barry W. Rashkover, Partner , +1.212.839.5850 / brashkover@sidley.com / Gerald J. Russello, 
Partner,  +1.212.839.5716 / grussello@sidley.com / Neal E. Sullivan, Partner / +1.202.736.8471 / 
nsullivan@sidley.com  / Paul M. Tyrrell, Partner, +617.223.0350 / ptyrrell@sidley.com / 787 Seventh Avenue, 
New York, NY 10019 / http://www.sidley.com/ 

Learn more about Sidley (PDF) 

 

 
 
  

mailto:brashkover@sidley.com
mailto:grussello@sidley.com
mailto:nsullivan@sidley.com
mailto:ptyrrell@sidley.com
http://www.sidley.com/
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/2019-Sidley-AML-Updates.pdf


GOLD 
 

Continental Breakfast (Tuesday, February 5th) 
Sponsored by 

 
 
Debevoise is a premier law firm with a market-leading anti-money laundering and trade sanctions 
compliance and enforcement practice.  We provide expert and practical advice to a wide range of 
institutions—including securities broker-dealers, asset managers, and multinational banks—as well 
as leading industry associations. Our attorneys draw upon extensive experience (both from the 
private sector and in government). We closely follow the complex and fast-changing U.S., EU and 
Asian AML and sanctions regimes and work with clients in all types of adversarial proceedings, 
ranging from contentious regulatory examinations to administrative enforcement actions to civil and 
criminal litigation. 
 
We assist clients in: 

• Reviewing, revising and implementing  anti-money laundering and sanctions-related 
compliance policies and procedures; 

• Performing compliance assessments; 

• Providing  anti-money laundering and sanctions training; 

• Leading internal investigations regarding potential compliance issues; 

• Responding to regulatory and law-enforcement inquiries regarding  anti-money laundering 
and sanctions; and 

• Defending proceedings and enforcement actions instituted by the U.S. Justice Department, 
U.S. federal banking regulators, OFAC, the UK Serious & Organised Crime Agency and the 
New York Department of Financial Services. 

 
Contact: Satish M. Kini, Partner, Washington D.C./ Debevoise & Plimpton LLP /smkini@debevoise.com/  
+1 202 383 8190 / Matthew L. Biben, Partner / New York, Debevoise & Plimpton LLP/ 
mbiben@debevoise.com / +1 212 909 6606 / David G. Sewell, Counsel, New York / Debevoise & Plimpton 
LLP/ dsewell@debevoise.com / +1 212 909 6755 / www.debevoise.com 
 
Learn more about Debevoise & Plimpton (PDF)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.debevoise.com/satishmkini
mailto:smkini@debevoise.com
http://www.debevoise.com/matthewbiben
mailto:mbiben@debevoise.com
https://www.debevoise.com/davidsewell
mailto:dsewell@debevoise.com
http://www.debevoise.com/
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Debevoise-AML-Brochure.pdf


 
Continental Breakfast (Monday, February 4th) 
Sponsored by 
 

 
 
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP is a full-service global law firm.  We consistently rank among the top 
law firms in the world in published league tables.  Gibson Dunn lawyers are recognized as leading 
experts in providing compliance advice to financial institutions and other businesses in connection 
with BSA/AML requirements and bank regulatory requirements and in handling multi-agency 
investigations that involve BSA/AML and other regulatory and criminal statutes, including the 
FCPA and OFAC sanctions.  Gibson Dunn’s Securities Enforcement team is at the forefront of the 
fast-paced and ever-changing SEC and FINRA enforcement and regulatory regime and is led by 
former high-ranking lawyers from DOJ, SEC, and FINRA.  Stephanie Brooker, Co-Chair of the 
Financial Institutions Practice, served as the first Director of FinCEN’s Enforcement Division, and 
previously served as Chief of the Asset Forfeiture and Money Laundering Section and a trial 
attorney at the US Attorney’s Office in DC. 
 
Contact: Stephanie Brooker, Partner, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP, 1050 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., 
Washington, DC 20036-5306 / 1.202.887.3502 / SBrooker@gibsondunn.com  / www.gibsondunn.com 
 
Learn more about Gibson Dunn (PDF)  
 
Charging Station  
Sponsored by  

 
Navigant Consulting, Inc. (NYSE: NCI) is a specialized, global professional services firm that helps 
clients take control of their future. Navigant’s professionals apply deep industry knowledge, 
substantive technical expertise, and an enterprising approach to help clients build, manage, and/or 
protect their business interests. With a focus on markets and clients facing transformational change 
and significant regulatory or legal pressures, the firm primarily serves clients in the healthcare, 
energy, and financial services industries. Across a range of advisory, consulting, outsourcing, and 
technology/analytics services, Navigant’s practitioners bring sharp insight that pinpoints 
opportunities and delivers powerful results. More information about Navigant can be found at 
navigant.com. 
 
Contact: Navigant Consulting, Inc. / +1.646.227.4200 / www.navigant.com 
 
Learn more about Navigant (PDF) 
 
 
 

mailto:SBrooker@gibsondunn.com
http://www.gibsondunn.com/
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Gibson-Dunn_SIMFA-Handout-2019.pdf
http://www.navigant.com/
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/navigantfinancialservicesbrochure2018v7finalwebopt.pdf


General Session Audio Visual (Monday, February 4th – Tuesday, February 5th) 
Sponsored  

 
TransparINT, LLC Transparint, a Steele company, is a full-service technology company focused on 
providing the next generation of financial crime compliance tools. Transparint’s innovative search 
and monitoring platform leverages machine learning and natural language processing to provide 
financial institutions with a unified tool to protect their organizations from regulatory and 
reputational risks. Transparint is a part of Steele’s Integrated Risk Management solution, providing 
companies with the tools they need to thoroughly evaluate and mitigate potential risks. 
 
Contact: Glenn Grainger, Director, Transparint, LLC, 150 Clove Road, Second Floor, Little Falls, NJ 07424 / 
732. 581.2199 / ggrainger@steeleglobal.com / https://transparint.com 
 
Learn more about Transparint (PDF)  
 
 

  

mailto:ggrainger@steeleglobal.com
https://transparint.com/
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Transparint-AML-Brochure_Web.pdf


SILVER 
Co-Branded Attendee Lanyard 
Sponsored by  

 
4iQ is an identity intelligence company on a mission to empower intel analysts, security researchers, 
and criminal investigators with capabilities to discover, uncover, and disrupt adversaries and prevent 
billions of dollars in fraud losses, account takeover and cyber espionage. The 4iQ IDLake™ archives 
more than 14 billion identity records collected from open sources on the deep and dark web from 
breaches and other open sources. It powers 4iQ IDHunt™, a pioneering identity intelligence and 
attribution analysis solution used by Fraud Investigation Units, Anti-Money Laundering and 
Financial Crime Intel Units, and advanced Security Operations Centers. The 4iQ IDLake™ also 
powers 4iQ IDTheft™, used by some of the largest Identity Theft Protection service providers, 
security vendors and Enterprises to alert millions of consumers of exposed personal information. 
4iQ is headquartered in Los Altos, CA and backed by Forgepoint Capital, C5 Capital, Adara 
Ventures, and Benhamou Global Ventures. Please visit www.4iQ.com.  
 
Contact: 4iQ, 289 S San Antonio Road, Suite 110, Los Altos, CA 94022 / www.4iq.com / info@4iq.com /  
@4iQ / www.4iQ.com 
 
Learn more about 4iQ (PDF) 
 
  

http://www.4iq.com/
http://www.4iq.com/
mailto:info@4iq.com
http://www.4iq.com/
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/4iQIDHunt_datasheet_Jan_2019_print.pdf


Co-Branded Tote Bag 
Sponsored by  
 

 
 

Bates Group’s Financial Crimes practice offers a valuable combination of industry and technical 
consulting expertise, providing the highest value to clients in the areas of AML and financial crimes, 
fraud investigations, forensic accounting, data analysis and expert witness consulting. Our Financial 
Crimes team is led by recognized experts in AML, financial crimes, fraud and forensic accounting 
with extensive experience in the broker dealer, banks and investment advisor fields. We provide 
tailored solutions and support covering the following areas: AML/OFAC risk assessments, 
AML/FC program gap assessments and audits, KYC risk model design, AML systems reviews, 
transaction monitoring look-back and ongoing investigations, fraud investigations, forensic 
accounting, AML/FC policies and procedures reviews, advisory services for AML/FC rule 
implementation, regulatory response, and white collar crime testimony support.  
 
Bates experts and consultants work to limit the regulatory, financial and reputational impact of 
money laundering, financial crimes and fraud and reduce the likelihood of future occurrence. 
 
Contact: Bates Group LLC, New York – Oregon – San Francisco. 5005 SW Meadows Road, Suite 300, Lake 
Oswego, OR 97035 / 503. 670.7772 / contact@batesgroup.com / www.batesgroup.com 
 
Learn more about Bates Group (PDF)  
 

 

 

Networking Refreshments (Tuesday, February 5th) 

Sponsored by  

 
 

 
Chainalysis offers cryptocurrency investigation and compliance solutions to global law enforcement 
agencies, regulators, and businesses as they work together to fight illicit cryptocurrency activity. 
Backed by Benchmark and other leading names in venture capital, Chainalysis builds trust in 
blockchains. For more information, visit www.chainalysis.com. 
 
Contact: Jeffrey Billingham, VP Capital Markets, Chainalysis/ 508.662.7905 / www.chainalysis.com 
 
Learn more about Chainalysis (PDF) 
 
  

mailto:contact@batesgroup.com
http://www.batesgroup.com/
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Bates-Group-SIFMA-AML-2019-Marketing-PDF.pdf
http://www.chainalysis.com/
http://www.chainalysis.com/
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Chainalysis-Solutions-Overview-2-Pager.pdf


Co-Branded Key Cards 
Sponsored by  

 
Networking Refreshments (Monday, February 4th) 
Sponsored by  
 
Crowe is a public accounting, consulting, and technology firm that combines deep industry and 
specialized expertise with innovation. By listening to our clients, we learn about their businesses and 
the challenges they face. Our dedicated teams strive to deliver exceptional client service while 
upholding our core values and strong professional standards. We invest in tomorrow because we 
know smart decisions build lasting value for our clients, people, and profession. 
 
Contact: Stuart Feldhamer, Principal, Crowe / +1.646.231.7215 / Stuart.Feldhamer@crowe.com / 
www.crowe.com 
 
Learn more about Crowe (PDF)  
 
 
  

mailto:Stuart.Feldhamer@crowe.com
http://www.crowe.com/
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Crowe-Financial-crimes-system-neutral-insert.pdf


Silver Level Sponsor 
Sponsored by 
 

 
 
Dow Jones Risk & Compliance is a global provider of best-in-class risk data, web-based software 
applications and due diligence services that help organizations manage risk and meet regulatory 
requirements related to anti-money laundering, sanctions, anti-bribery and corruption and trade 
finance.  
 
Adhering to the same editorial and legal standards as the world’s most trusted newsrooms, Risk & 
Compliance is built on the foundations of Dow Jones’ own journalism. Our team combines the 
expertise of an in-house, multilingual research team with industry-leading data scientists to ensure 
our clients and partners can rely on actionable information. 
 
Our screening data and enhanced due diligence tools provide both the structure and flexibility 
needed to conduct effective, efficient customer and transaction screening. 
 
Contact: risk@dowjones.com / https://www.dowjones.com/products/risk-compliance/ 
 
Learn more about Dow Jones Risk & Compliance (PDF)  
 
 
Silver Level Sponsor 
Sponsored by 
 
 

 
 
Kharon is an elite research and data analytics company that provides reliable and actionable 
sanctions-related risk intelligence to financial services firms and other multinational institutions. 
Founded and led by former officials of the US Department of the Treasury, Kharon is the most 
comprehensive and reliable way to manage the risk of exposure to sanctioned networks and 
jurisdictions. 
 
Contact: Kharon / 424.320.2977 / Info@Kharon.com./ www.kharon.com 
 
Learn more about Kharon (PDF)  
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:risk@dowjones.com
https://www.dowjones.com/products/risk-compliance/
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Dow-Jones-Risk-Compliance-Solutions.pdf
mailto:Info@Kharon.com./
http://www.kharon.com/
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Kharon-Brochure.pdf


Silver Level Sponsor 
Sponsored by 
 

 
 
For more than forty-five years, Kroll, A Division of Duff & Phelps pioneered the business 
investigations industry and, as times have changed, we have too. We are always evolving and 
tailoring our skills and offerings to meet the demands of the ever-changing risk and threat 
landscape.   We are the leading global provider of risk solutions who has helped clients make 
confident risk management decisions about people, assets, operations and security through a wide 
range of investigations, cyber security, due diligence and compliance, physical and operational 
security, and data and information management services.  We work with clients across diverse 
sectors, mitigating risk to assets, operations and people.  Kroll serves a global clientele of law firms, 
financial institutions, corporations, non-profit institutions, government agencies and individuals. 
  
Contact: Kroll A Division of Duff and Phelps / 55 East 52nd Street /New York, NY 10055/ www.kroll.com / 
703.860.0190  
  
Learn more about Kroll A Division of Duff & Phelps (PDF)  
 
 
 
 
 
Networking Refreshments (Monday, February 4th) 
Sponsored by  

 
The leader in providing essential information to help customers predict, assess and manage risk. 
Combining cutting-edge technology, unique data and advanced scoring analytics, our solutions 
assist organizations in preventing financial crime, achieving regulatory compliance, mitigating 
business risk, improving operational efficiencies and enhancing profitability. 
 
Call 800.869.0751 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/risk/financial-services for more information. 
 
Contact: Zanique Skerret, Marketing Manager, LexisNexis Risk Solutions, 1000 Alderman Dr., Alpharetta, 
GA 30005 / 678.447.7452 / Zanique.skerret@lexisnexisrisk.com /  www.lexisnexis.com/risk/financial-
services 
 
Learn more about Lexis Nexis (PDF) 

http://www.kroll.com/
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/KR181004_SS_Compliance-Overview_Jan-2019_WEB.pdf
http://www.lexisnexis.com/risk/financial-services
mailto:Zanique.skerret@lexisnexisrisk.com
http://www.lexisnexis.com/risk/financial-services
http://www.lexisnexis.com/risk/financial-services
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/LexisNexis_2019-SIMFA-Ad-1.pdf


Networking Refreshments (Tuesday, February 5th) 
Sponsored by  
 

 
Opus, the leading provider of know your customer (KYC) technology and data solutions, was 
founded on a simple premise: that faster, better decisions in compliance and risk management give 
businesses an extraordinary advantage in the marketplace. Today, the world’s largest financial 
institutions rely on Opus to free their business from the complexity of managing their KYC, AML, 
entity data, regulatory reporting and compliance risks. By combining the most innovative 
automation platforms with unique data management solutions, Opus turns information into action 
so that businesses thrive. 
 
Contact: Ben Gould, Managing Director, Global Head of Sales, Opus, 125 Old Broad Street, 6th Floor 
London EC2N 1AR, United Kingdom / +44 (0) 20.3059.5765 / ben.gould@opus.com / www.opus.com 
 
Learn more about Opus (PDF)  
 
  

mailto:ben.gould@opus.com
http://www.opus.com/
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Opus_Does-RPA-replace-traditional-Automation.pdf


Networking Refreshments (Monday, February 4th)  
Sponsored by  
 

 
Safe Banking Systems, part of Accuity, provides innovative compliance solutions for watch list 
screening, Know Your Customer and entity resolution that enable institutions to identify, assess and 
manage risk. Leveraging AI techniques and proprietary metrics, SBS solves key KYC, Customer Due 
Diligence and Enhanced Due Diligence issues to combat financial crime. With its advanced analytics 
and deep domain expertise, SBS is always thinking ahead of the risks to help institutions safeguard 
their reputation and financial integrity. The patented risk ranking methodology and probability 
scoring in SAFE Advanced Solutions Visual Intelligence Platform® brings greater intelligence for 
entity resolution to clients worldwide.  
 
Contact; Glenn Jahrsdoerfer, Sales Support Executive & SME, Safe Banking Systems / 631.547.5400  / 
glenn.jahrsdoerfer@safe-banking.com / www.safe-banking.com 
 
Learn more about Safe Banking Systems (PDF)  
 
 
 
 
  

mailto:glenn.jahrsdoerfer@safe-banking.com
http://www.safe-banking.com/
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/SBS-SAFE-Advanced-Solutions-VIP-2018.pdf


Partner Workshop  
Sponsored by  
 

 
 
OTC Markets Group operates the OTCQX® Best Market, the OTCQB® Venture Market, and the 
Pink® Open Market for 10,000 U.S. and global securities. The company’s three business lines – 
OTC Link ATS, Market Data and Corporate Services – provide a wide variety of services to broker-
dealers, corporate clients, market data distributors and investors. 
 
OTC Markets offers an array of products to help Compliance and Risk 
Management teams more efficiently monitor and analyze OTC equity securities. Our flagship 
compliance product, the Compliance Analytics File, provides a robust set of data essential to 
mitigating risk and streamlining trading. The file evaluates risk over 19 different parameters to create 
a risk score for each OTC security.  The product also provides firms with more than 100 compliance 
data points such as Caveat Emptor, SEC Penny Stock Rule status, Promotion Status, Hot Industry 
(marijuana/crypto), and shell/shell risk status.  
 

Contact: Matthew Fuchs, SVP, Market Data, OTC Markets Group / +1.212.220.2166 / 

marketdata@otcmarkets.com  / www.otcmarkets.com 

 

Learn more about OTC Markets (PDF)  

 

 

mailto:marketdata@otcmarkets.com
http://otcmarkets.com/
https://www.sifma.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/otc-compliance-analytics-overview.pdf

